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Neshaten Recreational Room

Found on stations, and medium to large vessels, the recreational room is the area of a ship or station
where crews come to relax and burn off some steam or stress. Neshaten military policy dictates that
crews require at least an hour's worth of recreation in order to keep morale high.

The arena has several sports and holographic rooms that can be used for play or relaxation. There are
also theaters for movies and shows, plus gaming machines and a small cafeteria. Gambling machines
might exist but must be approved by the vessels Shipmaster. They also have exercise machines as well.

On ships that are over eight hundred meters long, additional facilities including a shooting range for
target practice and vehicle driving course.

If the ship has a gladiatorial arena, then the recreational arena is attached to it.

The following sports can be played:

Vetrana'tro
Meer'tro
Quare'tro
Labrute'tro

Additional Details

The Arena itself is shaped rectangularly with at least three doors with one or two leading into a ship or
stations hallway and another that leads into an optional room. The doors are made out of laminated glass
and slide back and forth.

The floor of the recreational area is typically multi-colored, with a floor pattern that differs depending on
where the arena is located. Some arena's, such as those in stations, use carpeting. While those on ships
use a combination of a metallic floor and carpets.

Because of the chance of rough housing, the walls are padded with the ceiling being made out of a
wooden like material that has plants hanging down from it. These plants help give the arena is a very
calming and appeasing place for crew to take out their frustrations in.

There is a low level of lighting that is cast through the plants, some of this lighting can create eerie glows
on the ground or even change the lights actual color depending on the plant it is shining through.
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